Managed Services
Outsourced market data development & sales
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Who are EOSE?
EOSE are a team of market data sales and product development specialists
who have global experience in building and growing market data businesses
within venues & data producers. EOSE have worked across exchanges, global
information vendors, inter-dealer brokers and ancillary 3rd party service
providers in the OTC data space.
Figuring out the IP value and undertaking necessary external product
development and sales can be a quite a complex undertaking which prevents
some data owners from effectively commercialising their data assets.
Choosing EOSE and working with our expertise reduces risk and overheads,
and importantly, time to market.

This is what we do successfully and help productising data assets for a
variety of venues.
Where necessary we have strategic partnerships and collaborations in place
to ensure our global clients have access to the best local assets. These, as
with everything EOSE undertakes, are structured on needs basis specific to
the client’s requirements and objectives.
Using an external Group to help undertake your initial product & data reviews,
the product build and subsequent data sales and licensing means that you
can preserve your client trading relationships and EOSE will undertake the
ancillary work and positioning for the market data opportunities.

Working with a proven & select team of market data professionals, EOSE are
agile and able to work with clients at varying levels to impart knowledge &
guidance in creating external data products, building IP and growing revenues.
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EOSE Managed Service
The outsourced solution — make it simple; EOSE work with you and for you — building and growing your market data business.
EOSE are experienced in working with you from the very start, and growing with you using our scalable options. We can help set up your data business for you, and
offer a fully outsourced global product development & commercial sales team for a fraction of the cost of setting up an in-house function or add resources to your
existing team.
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First step is to determine your objectives
and priorities;
• are you focused on achieving revenue?
• building your IP & market profile / brand?
• positioning your data as an industry
benchmark or unique offering?
• or strategic support component to your
core business?
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Second, your data productisation, governance and sales
scoping processes can begin. You are undertaking a new
business area in a highly regulated environment where cost
cutting and data consolidation have been the focus for years.
Any number of consultants regularly work in the industry to
strip out data and find cost savings for data consumers. This
can work to your advantage in being able to establish unique
& “must have” data/pricing capabilities
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Thirdly, data productisation means taking
your business or customer specific data
assets and turning them into a commercial
data product.
Working with you to identify the need &
“positioning”, define the required elements
and create a comprehensive, consumable
and ready to be licensed, data offering.
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Data Productisation
DATA INVENTORY

IP RIGHTS

COMPETITOR REVIEW

IDENTIFY POINT OF VALUE

You may already have a list
of instruments but to establish
a commercial data product, the
source and existing use of the
data need to be reviewed.

It is essential that you establish
within your organisation exactly
who owns the data. This ownership
needs to be recognised and
acknowledged formally prior
to developing a commercial data
product.

You may already know your
competitors and their data assets.

Where, why and to whom is your data
of value? Looking at competitor data
offerings and reviewing customer use
cases helps to analyse these points.

This ensures that you extract
maximum value for your data
whilst supporting your core
business.
It also means that you can review
the internal sources of data for
potential issues once their
outbound data has commercial
dependencies.

From our data inventory we will
advise on dependencies or issues
which are likely to arise where the
data producer is used to ‘owning’
the data and has established
distribution, usually informal,
which supports your core business.

Gathering additional information
from our sources & experience
in market data distribution models,
means that together we can
identify the full landscape of
competitor products to ensure that
your new pricing & data service
offers the best solution for end
users / consumers.

• Is there competition among suppliers?
• Are you offering something unique
or improved?
• Is the data established and embedded
in systems or processes?
• What breadth and depth of coverage
do you have?
• Is your data reliable and consistent?
• Can end users fulfil regulatory
requirements using your data?
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Data Governance
Data governance and control are key steps to develop your data product and create a successful data business. These apply internally and externally to you as a data
contributor and to your customers as data consumers. In order to protect your data rights, conform to regulations, and provide customers with clear guidelines on how
and where they may use your data, you have to develop robust processes and controls alongside clear and unambiguous policies and licences.

DATA POLICY

DATA LICENCE

LEGAL DEPENDENCIES

Your data policy will determine internally
who may contribute data and from which
sources. Compliance may have a view on
this and are included in this process with
EOSE specialists.

Providing users with a clear data licence which permits and
prohibits usage within client, vendor and user systems and
applications is essential. Existing users and new clients will
expect you to have a clear licence which addresses all their
usage requirements and supports your charging structure.

Ensuring your legal and compliance teams
are familiar with the agreements that govern
your data and the downstream
dependencies resulting is an essential part
of your business development.

Outbound policies will provide customers
with clarity on your definitions of standard
terms such as “site” and ”user” which can
undermine the most carefully planned
pricing structure.

The licence, of course, has to be modelled to fit your
technical or data limitations and future plans. Data leakage
and unlicensed usage can have commercial implications as
well as meaning you lose sight of your data and control over
it’s distribution.

Here EOSE can help legal teams will the
negotiations of various terms & conditions
with direct agreements and those used by
information vendor firms which will control
use of your data.
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Pricing & Packaging
Developing a commercial pricing level around your data may seem straightforward, but actually involves an understanding of the downstream dependencies and future
impact of your product segmentation & structure.

PACKAGING

PRICING

Do you intend to segment your data by asset class or look to be more
granular on access?

Your commercial pricing strategy & and policies will be unique to you business.
EOSE will work with you to ensure you develop something which is optimum for
your business and the strategic priorities being placed on the data IP.

Do you intend to reflect your data structures to align with your trading
business lines or those used by competitors?
If you develop new data models are distribution vendors and end users
able to permission your data to the level of granularity?

Developing a pricing structure with experienced industry experts will prevent
expensive mistakes. If you get your positioning & packaging correct, information
vendors and end-users will understand the value which reduces time for
subscription and on-boarding.
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Data Sales
Now you have a data product, you will have a clear idea of the competitor landscape, your data strengths and weaknesses, your IP ownership and dependencies down
stream. You have a carefully designed data package, pricing structure, clear data policy and simple but rigorous data licence. Now it is time to start licensing your data.
Of course, this also needs planning;

END USERS

VENDORS

DIRECT SALES

ACCOUNT MANAGEMENT

Existing & new users will have to be persuaded
to move to fee liable data licence for a previously freely
available service. Information vendors have a development
schedules which may impact your time to market and new
customers have to be identified and contacted. At EOSE
we have experience in addressing each of the issues in
optimising the commercial return for a new & fee liable data
product. Your data sales & positioning should support your
corporate strategy & objectives whilst achieving the desired
revenue return.

We work with the content
acquisition and technical teams
at both the major and niche
information vendors ensuring
your data flows through the
process efficiently. We will work
with you on your data branding
and creating aligned marketing
collateral where required.

Essentially, we undertake
direct sales using our
experienced team of data
sales professionals available
to you on at a service level
designed to fit into your
objectives.

Once launched and as
clients become established
we have professional
account managers who
ensure your data revenues
are maintained and grown
year on year.
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Reporting
USER / VENDOR REPORTING

SALES REPORTING

MANAGEMENT REPORTING

The vagaries of vendor and end user reporting
are renowned in the data industry. We will
manage your vendor usage reporting and work
with your finance team to ensure that they are
able to manage the recurring income reporting
internally. Market data revenues may behave
differently to your usual business billing and will
require different accounting processes. EOSE will
ensure that you are able to predict and forecast
your revenues correctly.

EOSE have systems and processes in place to
provide detailed sales and account management
reporting. Transparency during the sales process
ensures that you know who we are talking to,
what stage of negotiations we are at and can be
aware of any issues or concerns as they arise.
This is crucial where our team might be speaking
with the data teams in your client organisations.
Customer feedback arising from these sales
reports inform your ongoing product development
process.

EOSE experience in developing and running data
businesses for a variety of data producers means
that we can offer advice on forecasting and
planning allowing you to manage your
stakeholder expectations and predict your
expected ROI.
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DATA PRODUCTISATION
•
•
•
•

Data Inventory
Intellectual property rights
Competitor review
Point of value

GOVERNANCE
• Data Policy
• Data Licence
• Legal dependencies
PRICING AND PACKAGING
• Packaging Options
• Price list
• Vendor packages

MANAGED SERVICE

SET UP & GO

Services Menu Summary
DATA SALES
•
•
•
•

Branding
Marketing Materials
Launch
Roll out
• Existing users
• Vendors
• Direct sales
• Account management

REPORTING
• Ongoing vendor and user reporting
• Sales activity
• Management reporting

COMMERCIAL TERMS
EOSE works on flexible daily rate basis
(term arrangement) along with specific
engagement mandates as well as retained
services basis. All costed to align with
client scope and objectives agreed.
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Find out more
ADDRESS
EOSE Limited
Warnford Court, 29 Throgmorton Court
London, EC2N 2AT

PHONE
+44 (0)20 7947 4295

WEBSITE

EMAIL

www.eosedata.com

team@eosedata.com
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